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Abstract: The balance of carbon dioxide emissions and other greenhouse gases in the life cycle of
concrete is one of the important elements affecting the sustainable development of concrete technology.
Modifications in the composition in the aim of minimization of so-called “carbon footprint” of concrete
also affect the majority of its technical features, including primarily the mechanical properties
and durability. The article presents a desirability function that would allow us to estimate the
combined effect of the modification in terms of both CO2 emissions and some of the technical
features of the concrete. As criterial features equivalent CO2 emission, compressive strength and
susceptibility/resistance to concrete carbonation are selected. Selected features should be considered
as an example for the presentation of the proposed methodology and represent the three pillars
of concrete desirability in terms of sustainable development, i.e., the constructional usefulness,
durability, and environmental performance.
Keywords: utility function; concrete performance; carbonation resistance

1. Introduction
Concrete is one of the most commonly used building materials in the world. In the European
Union, 215 million cubic meters of concrete were produced in 2015 [1]. The concept of sustainable
concrete assumes its material and technological optimization, including technical, economic,
and environmental indicators [2]. When comparing similar, optimized structures of steel, wood,
and concrete, greenhouse gas emissions are the largest in case of concrete structures [3]. Among the
mentioned materials, the CO2 -equivalent emission of concrete per unit of mass is the highest, but
it is only a few percent higher than the value for steel and a dozen for wood. In this context, the
high consumption of concrete worldwide has caused researchers to attempt to reduce the so-called
“emission” of concrete. The term “emission” of concrete referring to greenhouse gas emissions is
an acronym, as concrete does not emit any carbon dioxide or other gases. “Emission” refers to
the whole life cycle, but for concrete, this mainly includes the raw material extraction, component
production, build-up phases, and represents the total greenhouse gas emissions expressed as
CO2 -equivalent emissions. High-energy and chemical processes are the main cause of high greenhouse
gas emissions—in the case of concrete, it is cement production.
In case of cement, the main component, clinker, and high energy processes are responsible for
about 45% of CO2 emissions. Kajaste et al. [4] calculated that carbon emission from both electricity and
fossil fuels can equal from 304 to 490 kg CO2 /t cement. The research also pointed out the importance
of variability of factors influencing the result such as geographic location, production process, and data
quality. Individual analysis should take into account these factors and knowingly operate on data.
The most of cement CO2 emissions, namely 510 to 712 kg CO2 /t cement according to [4], is related
to the chemical process of limestone calcination in high temperatures that generates pure chemical
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CO2 according to Equation (1). This emission mostly depends on raw material composition and in
most cases is similar and amounts to 520 kg CO2 /t cement.
CaCO3 => CaO + CO2 ,

(1)

In this context, it is worth paying attention to the process of carbonation of concrete.
Under conditions of exposure to atmospheric CO2 , it reacts with calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 .
The effect of this process on the balance of CO2 emissions during the life of the original concrete
(i.e., in construction) is, however, negligible due to low range of this process into concrete and
small surface of the concrete exposed to the air. Woyciechowski [5] demonstrated that this process is
responsible for only 2.5% of CO2 emission in the case of a viaduct fragments. Kim et al. [6] accounted
same absorption in case of precast concrete girder as 11.2% of CO2 -equivalent emission of concrete.
Some authors have shown that a major CO2 uptake will take place when the concrete structures
are demolished [7]. The secondary life of the concrete structure is important to evaluate the carbon
sequestration. The concrete can be crushed, and the non-carbonated concrete can carbonate during the
post-use phases. After demolition and crushing, most of the concrete will, if subjected to air, carbonate
within 10 years. Xi et al. [8] (2016) estimated that “a cumulative amount of 4.5 giga tones of carbon has
been sequestered in carbonating cement materials from 1930 to 2013”. More about recarbonation is
discussed elsewhere [9].
Hasanbeigi et al. [10] listed 18 emerging technologies for cement and concrete production that can
reduce industry environmental impact, among which three are related to alternative cement products,
four are related to alternative raw materials, eight are related to capturing CO2 from previously
mentioned calcination process, and three are related to other aspects. Due to the fact that most Portland
cement carbon emission comes from calcination, most new technologies aim to greatly reduce the CO2
generated in this process or to change limestone to a different material that does not generate carbon
dioxide when calcinated. The cement manufacturing process has already been optimized, and only
few technologies attempt to reduce energy use.
High-energy processes also apply to admixtures. European Federation of Concrete Admixture’s
Environmental Declaration Superplasticizing Admixtures [11] stated that the CO2 -equivalent emission
of superplasticizers is about 2 kg CO2 -eq kg/kg. The value itself may seem high, more than twice
the emission of cement, but the amount of the admixtures in concrete mixing is usually not more
than 2% of cement, which practically eliminates them from the considerations of greenhouse gas
emissions in concrete. Stjunnesson [12] found that chemical admixtures accounts for about 0.6% of
global warming potential. The extraction of other components, transport, and mix production have
significantly less impact on the greenhouse gas emissions of concrete than cement. Louise K. Turner
et al. [13] investigated CO2 -equivalent emission in ordinary Portland concrete focusing on different
factors such as components, batching, transportation, and placement, finding that almost 80% of
concrete CO2 emission comes from cement. Sjunnesson [12] analyzed cradle to cradle life cycle analysis
of concrete and its components that was similar to [13]. According to Sjunnesson [12] production
of 1 tone aggregate produces 5.36 kg CO2 , however the research she takes the data from, does not
cover transportation to concrete production plant, which may be exceed the actual value. Louise K.
Turner [13], on the other hand, performed an analysis including the transportation and found out
that same factor equals 13.9 kg CO2 for fine aggregate equals and 40.8 kg CO2 for coarse aggregate.
Marinkovic et al. [14] estimates the influence of aggregate to be rather small—a maximum of 5% of
total concrete emissions. Although the differences between studies are relatively big, it is still much
less than emissions of cement.
A common solution used to reduce the carbon footprint of concrete is to reduce the amount
of clinker used in cement and replace it with mineral materials with a significantly lower emission
factor [15]. It is important that the additive used has such characteristics that the resulting cement
has the appropriate properties. Such additives are used both as substitutes for clinker and cement,
in accordance with EN197-1 and EN 206. The two most common substitutes are fly ash and ground
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granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS). Fly ash is currently widely used for various application in civil
engineering [16–20]. Due to their waste origins, the CO2 emissions resulting from their use are almost
zero. These additives also affect other characteristics of concrete.
Previous studies on emissions during construction stages found that geographic
representativeness is one of the major source of uncertainty [21], as well as data quality and
measurement assumptions at the origin production plants. Zał˛egowski et al. [22] shown the variety
of concrete CO2 -equivalent emissions depending on specificity of calculationssuch as cradle to gate,
cradle to grave, or cradle to cradle. For the specific location discount rate, electricity and fuel prices
may vary [23]. The main influence of uncertainty on the results is the variation of several impacts
due to technological correlation among production plants (mostly energy mixes of manufacturing
processes) [24].
Kim et al. [25] developed a method to assess CO2 -equivalent emission on the basis of concrete
compressive strength. Kim et al. [26] proposed a tool to assess concrete CO2 -equivalent emission that
complies with all previously mentioned life cycle analysis. Baek et al. [27] assessed Life Cycle CO2
emission of ordinary versus high-strength concrete with blast furnace slug. He concluded that replacing
ordinary with high-strength concrete can strongly reduce CO2 emissions. Additionally, replacing
cement with slug can also reduce emissions although not as much as concrete type. Cho et al. [28]
performed Life Cycle Assessment of a residential building in South Korea with a similar conclusion
as Baek. It should be noted that replacing ordinary concrete with a high-strength one usually results
in cost increase—for example, due to higher usage of expensive plasticizers. On the other hand,
Stengel et al. [29] analyzed the environmental impact of ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) and
found that it is up to 2.4-fold higher than those of ordinary concrete.
Yepes et al. [30] optimized a prestressed concrete beam in the means of cost and CO2 emission,
separately. Similar analysis was performed by Yeo et al. [31].
Current state-of-the-art tends to asses and optimize only cost/benefit ratio of concrete [30–34].
Similarly, emission indicators can be used to create an “emission-benefit ratio”. The lifetime of a product
or structure is either fixed or not included. However, practice in Poland shows that even though
the building has assumed lifetime, it usually “ends” its life when the structural units are no longer
capable of providing their function—usually due to their durability. In this way, fixing the lifetime
of a product or not analyzing its durability may bring uncertainty to their LCA. Focusing attention
only on one of these aspects is not desired according to [35] and is not consistent with assumptions of
sustainable development [36]. Its definition, “assumes appropriately and consciously shaped relations
between economic growth, environmental care (not only natural but also artificial—produced by man),
and the quality of life (including human health).” [37] strongly guides one to take into considerations
all concrete characteristics. A practical reflection of this approach is to rate a building according
to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), which gives points, i.e., for reducing
life-cycle impact of building or using products that are multi-attributably optimized. However, it is not
always “greener” to use waste origin additives. Low-quality fly ash usage in concrete can significantly
affect its durability, causing early destruction of concrete and necessity to repair.
Marikkovic [38] takes notice of including major factors—strength, serviceability and
durability—when assessing LCA of concrete. Finkbeiner et al. [35] points out the importance of
multi-way approach to LCA as different dimensions are defined and weighting those indicators.
He also draws attention to the usual complexity of available LCA calculating programs and the
difficulty it brings to the decision-maker. He states that in order to achieve a tangible effect on
sustainable development, a valid and applicable tool is required.
2. Research Significance
The main goal of the analysis shown in this paper is to develop the concrete desirability function
that provides complex knowledge on both technical and environmental performance of sustainable
concrete. The function should complete the gap between LCA and the end-user by complexing
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all the analyzed characteristics into one number. The authors try to create a tool that combines
different information from the literature and provides a broad view on the utility of so-called
sustainable concrete.
In order to assess complex concrete desirability, the authors focus on a few key characteristics,
among which durability is the most challenging to quantify. For this reason, the studies also
include a formulation of a new carbonation resistance definition and its mathematical model.
Other characteristics such as environmental impact have already been widely discussed in the
current state-of-the-art.
The proposed tool for evaluating concrete utility is focused on users and their specific needs
and can be used in practice, i.e., to assess concrete sustainability with regard to its financial,
environmental, and technical impact. It is supposed to be usable for decision-makers and provide
easily understandable information.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Concrete Utility Function Formulation
The authors identified four basic groups of features that should be included in the proposed
approach to concrete utility analysis. These are mechanical properties related to structural function of
concrete, features characterizing durability, characteristics related to CO2 emissions, and economic
indicators. The authors attempted to formulate the utility function of concrete considering the
four aspects mentioned, which required the definition of quantitative characteristics of each group.
Quantification of concrete’s durability was especially difficult as it requires the expected, usually
complex, set of exposure classes in which concrete will be used. In order to validate proposed
approach, the utility function of concrete Equation (2) is formulated, which quantifies the desirability
of concrete, taking into account compressive strength, carbonation resistance, CO2eq emissions, and
concrete unit cost (all expressed in standardized variables).
U = wf28 × f 28 + wR × Rcarb + wE × E + wC × C,

(2)

where U is concrete desirability, wf28 , wR , wE , wC are weights of individual characteristics, f 28 is
compressive strength tested after 28 days, Rcarb is durability as carbonation resistance, E is concrete
CO2 equivalent emission factor, and C is unit cost per cubic meter of concrete.
Actual variables are converted into standardized variables according to Equation (3) for inhibitors
(f 28 , Rcarb ) and Equation (4) for dampers (E, C):
zstan = (zreal − zmean )/(δz ),

(3)

zstan = −(zreal − zmean )/(δz ),

(4)

where zstan is the standardized variable, zreal is the real variable, zmean is the population mean, and δz
is the standard deviation of population.
3.2. Utility Function Components
3.2.1. Compressive Strength
Compressive strength is a fundamental requirement for concrete—usually in the form of required
strength class or, less likely, the value of the average or minimum strength. When comparing the
results of different tests, it is important to compare the strengths tested on samples of the same shapes
and sizes. Due to the different origins of the tested strength test results, compressive strengths of
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samples with dimensions other than cubic size of 15 cm can be approximated in accordance with
Equations (5)–(7) given below [39]:
f ck,cube,15×15 = f ck,cyl,15×30 × 1.23,

(5)

f ck,cube,15×15 = f ck,cube,10×10 × 0.90,

(6)

f ck,cube,15×15 = f ck,cyl,10×20 × 1.19,

(7)

Compressive strength is analyzed after 28 days curing under laboratory conditions.
3.2.2. Greenhouse Gas Emission
Environmental impact assessment is limited to greenhouse gas emission (GHG) due to the fact that
chemically clean CO2 is the main product of cement manufacturing. Taking into account other impact
approaches would probably change the result to a small extent. However, the study by Sjennsson [12]
shows that the impact of plasticizers would visibly increase.
The concept introduced to uniquely assess the amount of greenhouse gas emissions to the
atmosphere in the life cycle of a substance is the so-called carbon footprint, which is measured by
equivalent carbon dioxide emissions. The carbon footprint is defined by ISO 14067: 2013 as “the sum
of emitted and consumed by the greenhouse gas product, expressed in CO2 equivalents, based on life
cycle assessment” [40]. The concept of CO2 -eq emission factor, the carbon footprint of a substance per
unit of mass, is introduced. It is important to clearly define the boundaries of life cycle analysis when
calculating the carbon footprint. The most commonly used approaches are “from cradle to gate” and
“from cradle to grave” [41].
The concrete emission factor E from Equation (2) is calculated as the sum of carbon footprints
of substances and activities associated with production of concrete raw materials according to
Equation (8).
E = Σ(we × m) [kg CO2 emission/m3 ],
(8)
where we is the substance or activity emission factor, m is the unit of substance (such as cement,
mineral additive (fly ash or GGBS), fine and coarse aggregate, chemical admixture), or activity per
1 m3 of concrete.
Emission factors for individual components and activities are taken from the literature taking
into account the life cycle analysis “from cradle to gate”. Reference sources in this subject in Poland
seems to be limited and therefore data from different country is used [13,42,43]. Emission factors
are valid for Australia, but comparing them to [4,12], they fall into the average of other developed
countries—for example, the clinker emission factor equals 838 kg CO2 /t for Japan, Australia, and NZ
and 847 and 897 kg CO2 /t for Europe and the US according to [4]. According to [13], the impact of
concrete production process, placing and transportation equals only about 6% and even less according
to [12]. Its influence to desirability is very similar regardless of the composition of analyzed concrete
mixes when one is comparing similar products in means of production process. As the main scope of
this research is to create and analyze a tool, some generalizations had to be made, and therefore the
impact of the production process, placing, and transportation is neglected. However, when using the
tool, the user may include this data in his/her own work.
The function and its component is developed in order for users to use their own emission factors
personalizing the tool.
3.2.3. Cost
The unit cost of concrete C from Equation (2) is calculated as the sum of products of unit cost of
materials and their contents according to Equation (9).
C = Σ(kj × m) [pln/m3 ],

(9)
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where kj is unit cost of material and m is the content of component per 1 m3 of concrete.
Unit costs of materials are collected from an online construction materials price list [44] or taken
from the manufacturer (fly ash and ground granulated blast-furnace slag) [45].
Similarly to greenhouse gas emission, the function and its component is developed in order for
users to use their own unit costs personalizing the tool.
3.2.4. Durability
Durability, defined as the ability to meet user requirements in specified conditions for a specified
period of time, is a feature connected with the conditions in which the object is used. Concrete durability
is determined by operational environment hazards, quantified as exposure classes according to EN
206:2014 described as corrosion risk due to carbonation, chlorides from sea water, chlorides other than
seawater, frost, chemical aggression, and abrasion [46].
Including the durability factor in the utility function requires an arbitrary decision on the
main durability hazard in specific analyzed situation. There are different parameters that dominate
the service life of the concrete structure. For example, in marine environments, sulfate attacks or
carbonation may be more effective than steel corrosion in deteriorating the structure because the
bridge deck is placed far away from tidal and splash zones. For the case study, the domination and
combination of other attacks must always be assessed and justified. In this research, the authors found
that the frost damage of concrete and passivation of reinforcement due to loss of alkalinity caused
by concrete’s carbonation are mentioned as the most common mechanisms limiting the durability of
reinforced concrete under central European conditions. Users may, however, choose their own main
durability hazard such as sulfate attack or marine environment. They should turn to the literature for
a quantification of resistance to such hazards.
For the purpose of analysis outlined in this article, concrete resistance to carbonation (Rcarb ) is
chosen as a determinant of concrete durability. Standard PN-EN206:2014 determines the maximum
water-cement index for this class equal to 0.5 and a minimum strength class as C25/30. The standard
also sets the minimum cement content in concrete (300 kg/m3 ). Standard assumes concrete with such
defined composition as resistant to carbonation in exposure to cyclic wet and dry conditions.
The general model of carbonation (Equation (10)) [47] can be transformed to Equation (11),
which defines the time of durability of particular concrete.
d = kx × tx 0.5 ,

(10)

tx = d2 /kx 2 ,

(11)

where d is carbonation depth equal to the thickness of the cover [mm], kx is carbonation rate of given
concrete [mm/year0.5 ], and tx is the time required for the carbonation front to reach a depth equal
to the thickness of concrete cover that is the time of initiation of corrosion of reinforcement in the
environment of analyzed concrete [year].
If one assumes a situation where the user have to choose between two compositions of concrete,
the carbonation depth would be constant, leading to time of durability, which according to durability
definition is an actually durability, being only dependent on concrete’s carbonation rate. Studies,
for example [48], show a greater correlation of carbonation rate to water-cement ratio rather than to
cement content. Carbonation resistance is defined as the ratio of durability of the analyzed concrete
to the durability of ordinary concrete meeting the requirements of the highest class of carbonation
exposure—XC4, which is assumed to be carbonation resistant—Equation (12). Let the bottom index
0.5 refers to concrete with w/c = 0.5 and meeting other requirements of the XC4 exposure class and no
index for the sample to be analyzed.
Rcarb = t/t0.5 ,
(12)
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where Rcarb is carbonation resistance of analyzed concrete, t is time of durability of analyzed concrete
and t0.5 is time of durability of carbonation resistant concrete (according to PN-EN206:2014).
Then, using the Equation (11) time of durability can be calculated for the concrete with w/c = 0.5,
as t0.5 and time of durability of the analyzed sample as t.
t0.5 = d2 /(k0.5 )2 ,

(13)

t = d2 /k2 ,

(14)

Using the previously mentioned indexes and equations,
Rcarb = (d2 /k2 )/(d2 /(k0.5 )2 ),

(15)

Rcarb = (k0.5 /k)2 ,

(16)

where k/k0.5 is the coefficient of carbonation rate of the analyzed concrete in relation to carbonation
rate of concrete with w/c = 0.5 and d is the concrete cover depth.
Equation (16), which describes the resistance to carbonation, allows to calculate it using
carbonation rate coefficient k/k0.5 . The carbonation rate k is widely described in literature. The defined
Rcarb value is 1 for concrete with w/c = 0.5 and meeting other requirements of the XC4 exposure
class and below 1 for less carbonate resistant concrete. Also, for concretes that are less susceptible to
carbonation, Rcarb equals 1, even though the actual, calculated value is higher. A value of one means
sufficient concrete carbonation resistance in the means of expected durability.
3.3. Carbonation Resistance Model
In order to allow to calculate carbonation resistance Rcarb on different databases, a model for
carbonation coefficient, k/k0.5 , is introduce, based on existing research on the subject of carbonation
rate—k. The model is created separately for siliceous fly ash and ground granulated blast-furnace
slag based on recent state-of-the-art. Both models are created in the computer program Statistica ver.
10.0.228.2 (TIPCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) using the least square method.
3.3.1. Research Database
The research materials used in this analysis are obtained from existing studies [49–53] containing
the results of tests of Portland cement and the addition of silica fly ash or GGBS. Different levels of
additions are implemented as cement replacement. The authors are aware that comparing the results
of concrete tests from different sources, possibly with considerable material variability, increases the
level of uncertainty in the course of the study and the conclusions that result. The authors also think
that the proposed approach should be relatively versatile and useful for assessing various concretes.
The database created for this study is primarily intended to verify the proposed tool and only secondly
approximate the utility of specific concretes.
3.3.2. Carbonation Coefficient Model
In order to model the carbonation coefficient k/k0.5 , carbonation rate—k research data were
obtained from various sources—for the addition of siliceous fly ash ([49], Tables 3.3 and 4.10), ([50],
Table 2) and for the addition of GGBS ([51], Figures 1, 5 and 6). The databases consist of cement,
additive and water content in concrete as well as concrete carbonation rate—k. All the three datasets
include a concrete without any additive, having a w/c = 0.5 and meeting other requirements of XC4
exposure class (reference concrete that is carbonation resistant).
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3.3.3. Utility Analysis Database
In order to verify the analyzed utility tool databases consisting of laboratory concrete mixture
proportions and compressive strengths were obtained from [42,43] for fly ash and [52,53] for GGBS
addition. The additions are included in mixture as replacement of cement and therefore change its
properties—they improve some and make other worse. The databases include ordinary concrete
with
pumpable consistency. High-strength concrete—compressive strength >50 MPa is not analyzed
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The proposed model for carbonation coefficient k/k0.5 is characterized by high correlation
coefficient value of 0.96. The model is equally dependent on w/b and fly ash content in binder. The
model is accurate and can be used to calculate carbonation resistance in fly ash concrete.
4.1.2. GGBS Additive
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The proposed model for carbonation coefficient k/k0.5 is characterized by high correlation
coefficient value of 0.96. The model is equally dependent on w/b and fly ash content in binder.
The model is accurate and can be used to calculate carbonation resistance in fly ash concrete.
4.1.2. GGBS Additive
Studies [5] indicate a linear increase in the carbonation coefficient along with an increase in the
water-binder ratio. At the same time, studies [51] suggest a linear increase in carbonation coefficient
along with an increase in slag content above 15%. Data from [51] served to create a carbonation
Environmentsk/k
2018, 5,model
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Table 1. Adopted cases of desirability criteria weights (signs as mentioned earlier).

Case
1
2

f28
0.4
0.3

Rcarb C
Weights
0.3 0.2
0.2 0.1

E
0.1
0.4

In case 1, the authors assigned compressive strength, as the basic requirement for concrete, a
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Table 1. Adopted cases of desirability criteria weights (signs as mentioned earlier).
Case

f 28

Rcarb

0.4
0.3

0.3
0.2

C

E

Weights
1
2

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.4

In case 1, the authors assigned compressive strength, as the basic requirement for concrete,
a weight of 0.4. As the second most important factor, the authors recognize the resistance to carbonation
as a factor responsible for durability and gave it a weight of 0.3. Other features—cost and emission
Environments 2018, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW
10 of 14
factor—are considered less important, not directly attributable to the utility of concrete, and are
given
a weight of 0.2 and 0.1 respectively.
In case 2, emission factor (weight 0.4) is adopted as the most important factor, leaving the
In case 2, emission factor (weight 0.4) is adopted as the most important factor, leaving the sequence
sequence of the remaining factors unchanged from case 1. The choice of emission factor as the most
of the remaining factors unchanged from case 1. The choice of emission factor as the most important
important one is due to growing interest in environmental protection and sustainable development.
one is due to growing interest in environmental protection and sustainable development.
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(a)
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Figure
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concrete
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flyfly
ashash
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function
of of
w/bw/b
andand
f/b: f(a)
case 1;
(b)1;
Figure3.3.Utility
Utility
concrete
with
siliceous
function
/b:weight
(a) weight
case
weight
case
2.
(b) weight case 2.

4.2.2. Concrete with GGBS
4.2.2. Concrete with GGBS
Results of utility analysis of concrete with GGBS are presented graphically (Figure 4a,b).
Results of utility analysis of concrete with GGBS are presented graphically (Figure 4a,b).
Conclusions are identical as in case of concrete with fly ash, however GGBS does not increase utility
Conclusions are identical as in case of concrete with fly ash, however GGBS does not increase utility
with extremely low w/b—around 0.3. This effect may happen because of relatively short time of
with extremely low w/b—around 0.3. This effect may happen because of relatively short time of
curing for GGBS concrete, which is usually tested after 56 or 90 days due to the longer time of
optimal hydration. While using the utility function, the user should pay attention to proper
selection of curing time. On the other hand, under construction conditions, a short time of curing is
necessary to obtain the desired formwork efficiency.
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the result. Proposed weights of f28, Rcarb, E, and C implement various performance parameters of
sustainable concrete. A review of the previous literature shows that such a complex approach,
including technical, environmental, and economical characteristics of concrete, has not yet been
implemented.
In order to formulate the viable model, verification of the wider group of data is required.
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Proposed weights of f 28 , Rcarb , E, and C implement various performance parameters of sustainable
concrete. A review of the previous literature shows that such a complex approach, including technical,
environmental, and economical characteristics of concrete, has not yet been implemented.
In order to formulate the viable model, verification of the wider group of data is required. Existing
quantification of carbonation durability requires testing of carbonation rate “k” on every concrete
sample. Models for concrete with fly ash or GGBS are both relatively accurate and are characterized by
high correlation coefficients.
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